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Introducing the intelligent supply chain.
The typical ERP system leaves a lot to be desired when it comes to supply chains in assetintensive companies. Supplier integration, project staging, order tracking, process efficiency
and strategic sourcing functionality are minimal at best.
ASCI Smart Tools are optimized to provide your operational workforce with automated efficiency
and cost reduction for your company. They integrate with – and supplement – your existing
systems. Whether you use several applications or one ERP system, Smart Tools provide a
Web-based supply chain portal – so real-time information can be accessed anytime, anywhere,
by anyone who needs it.

No painful migrations
Our tools integrate with your current technology.
They don’t require a painful, expensive transition to
a new ERP system. They fill the supply chain gaps in
your existing systems.

Developed by and for supply chain
professionals
ASCI is one of the world’s leading supply chain
management providers for asset-intensive industries.
We provide supply chain operations in asset-intensive
and complex industries where a miscalculation can mean
millions in lost production. ASCI, and its clients, use
Smart Tools every day to do their jobs.
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Features of Smart Tools
Innovative Smart Tools fill gaps in your system, streamlining processes, reducing cost and linking critical suppliers
and manufacturers to you 24/7:
SmartTracker™

SmartMarkets

SmartTracker™ is a powerful purchase order tracking tool
that provides real-time information for construction or
maintenance personnel, buyers, suppliers or anyone else
who needs to track an order.

Manage workflow and increase purchasing efficiency using
a supplier interface. The system checks against the contract
spend, bypassing employee interaction if the purchase is
within parameters. It posts purchase orders on the Internet and
notifies suppliers of new orders. Both supplier and buyer can
make approved adjustments in real time using a secure log in.

SmartCatalog™
SmartCatalog™ searches the entire catalog record, using
the same technology as popular web search portals – so you
can quickly find what you’re looking for. The user-friendly
shopping cart requisitioning function also streamlines the
ordering process.

SmartBundler
SmartBundler drives cost savings for high-volume purchases
by linking catalog items to the correct bundle or purchasing
agreement – so you can ensure the lowest cost and a known,
predefined lead time.

SmartStager™
SmartStager™ brings purchase orders for a defined work
scope together, allowing you to track, receive, store and
issue a collection of project-related material.

SmartBOMs™
SmartBOMs™ helps you create a hierarchical representation of
equipment and parts, with relationships defined down to the
smallest detail – including catalog numbers and descriptions.

SmartMeasures™
Gain a comprehensive view of logistics efficiency and
supplier performance. Transit, compliance, cross-docking,
receiving and more can be measured and summarized, with
analytics customized to your requirements.

SmartAuction/Quote
Receive and manage pricing bids from suppliers in an
auction format. Then, transfer final pricing data to your
vendor agreements to eliminate manual entry.

SmartSpecs™
SmartSpecs™ is a customized, easy-to-search database with
real-time access to customer specifications. It ensures the
right specs are being used every time and eliminates errors.

Gain a smarter supply chain; achieve greater performance.
Contact ASCI to learn more about how Smart Tools can enhance your current technology and vastly improve your
supply chain performance.
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